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SUMMARY 

TEMPERATURE ANALYSIS OF A CLASS 
OF ELECTROHEATED FLUIDISED BEDS 

Fluidisation is an important phenomenon which is used in many 

chemical and physical processes where heat is a salient factor. 

In this investigation, practical mathematical models for an important 

class of electrically-heated fluidised beds have been established. 

Experimental work was conducted upon laboratory pilot plant and the 

validity of the derived analytic models has been checked experimentally. 

These models cater, for the first time, for the (heating and cooling) 

mode dependence and flow dependence of both directly and indirectly 

heated fluidised beds. The parameters of these models can be 

established by a simple series of tests. These models greatly simplify 

the analysis of existing fluidised bed processes and prediction of the 

performance of proposed processes. 

New flow diagrams were then derived; these give important conceptual 

insights into the operation of thermal systems. Using these flow diagrams, 

new steady-state temperature analysis techniques were developed for 

preheated fluidised beds. These facile techniques greatly simplify 

temperature analysis within steady-state fluidised beds, and readily 

evaluate the thermal saving of each stage in a preheated fluidised bed.
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INTRODUCTION 

Fluidisation is an important phenomenon which is used in many 

chemical and physical reactions. The industrial uses of fluidisation; 

such as chemical manufacture, drying, mixing, materials handling and 

many others, continue to increase promisingly. Extensive work has 

been conducted on both scientific and applications aspectsof this 

subject and these results are contained in the literature. General 

information about the published works can be found in the survey reports!?2, 

In many chemical and physical reactions, heat is an important factor, 

and the state of the output product is significantly dependent on the 

processes' thermal conditions. Therefore, a powerful temperature analysis 

technique is necessary for the process to achieve the desired result. 

Although a considerable amount of work has been undertaken on basic 

phenomena within these beds, such as heat or mass transfer mechanisms, 

insufficient consideration has been paid to the entire bed system. 

There are no complete mathematical models which represent the electrically_ 

heated fluidised beds and which can be used to study temperature-control 

strategies. In this investigation, mathematical yet practical models for 

an important class of electrically heated fluidised beds have been derived.



Experimental work was conducted using laboratory pilot plant and 

the validity of the derived analytic models was checked experimentally. 

These new analytic models are complete in that they consider both the 

‘Llow-dependence and the heating and cooling mode-dependence of this system. 

A new flow-diagram technique has been developed as a practical tool 

that considerably simplifies the analysis of steady-state temperatures and 

related phenomena in thermal processes involving a plurality of heat 

exchanges. This is further developed to provide a new approach for 

quickly analysing the effects of preheating in fluidised bed systems. 

These new flow-diagram techniques are used in this study and, although 

fluidised beds are primarily studied, these techniques are equally 

applicable to other thermal processes involving a plurality of heat 

exchanges between two materials.
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Fluidised beds are beds of particulate matter through which a 

fluid (gas or liquid) flows. At a critical velocity of fluid flow 

through the bed, and a corresponding critical pressure drop across the 

bed, the particulate matter no longer behaves as a solid mass, but 

behaves like a fluid; i.e. fluidisation of the bed has occurred. 

Fluidisation has been described in the literature and general information 

can be found in the references cited; 3, 4 and 5. In the literature 

describing the fluidised beds the terms "fixed" and "moving" beds are 

often used to describe the states of operation. A fixed bed would be a 

motionless mass of particles before fluidisation (i.e. supported 

by contact with each other). After fluidisation, these particles 

remain in mutual contact but the entire bed moves with respect to the 

walls of the containing vessel (i.e. a moving bed). 

For the. ideal case,the fixed pressure drop AP across a packed bed 

of particles increases with increasing fluid flow. When the pressure 

drop equals the"weight loading per unit base area of the bed",then 

fluidisation has occurred and the pressure drop remains constant, independent 

of flow rate. The flow, f.. at which fluidisation occurs, and the 

corresponding velocity are called the "minimum fluidising flow rate" and the



"minimum fluidisation velocity" respectively. The relationship between 

the pressure drop Ap and the fluid flow f is shown in Fig. 2.1 (experimental 

curve is in Fig. A-1). 
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FIG. 2-1. Pressure-Drop fluid-flow 

relationship in the bed. 

In this study,the minimum fluidising flow rate F was determined 

by observing the pressure drop using a water manometer. Although an 

alternative method has recently been suggested®, the pressure-drop method 

was found to be more suitable for the class of system under investigation. 

In this study, two kinds of electric heating are used. "Indirect- 

electroheated" (or "indirectly electrically heated") beds are heated by 

electrical elements inserted in the fluid flow before the bed. On the 

other hand, a fluidised bed of conducting particles can be heated by



passing a current through electrodes immersed in the bed. The electrical 

resistance of the bed converts electrical energy directly into heat. Such 

beds are described as "direct-electroheated" (or "directly electrically 

heated") fluidised beds. 

The experimental procedures are described in the following two 

chapters. A full account of the experimental work is given in Appendix A.
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3.1. Introduction 

In this chapter the above class of fluidised beds is investigated. 

These are indirectly heated by electrical elements inserted in the fluid 

flow before the bed. The term "bed" identifies the particulate mass, 

its container, and its porous supporting layer. The beds were of 

circular cross-section with a fixed-bed height of the same order as the 

radius of the containing vessel. The term "heater" will refer to both 

the heating element and its surrounding air stream. This convention 

has advantages. Firstly, it caters for the "flow-dependence" of the 

heater parameters. Secondly, while this study is essentially interested 

in an application of electroheat, the results can be applied to non- 

electric forms of heating. The term "system" refers to the combination 

of the heater and the bed. In the laboratory models the bed was readily 

detachable from its heater. A "dummy" bed, which had the same fluid — 

flow impedance as the actual bed, but lacked its coupled time constant, 

was also used. Thus,studies of a heater and a "dummy" bed determined 

the heating performance of the heater. Also, when a heater and dummy bed 

were brought up to asteady state, the dummy bed could be exchanged for a 

real bed in negligible time; which readily permitted observation of the
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FIG. 3-1: Typical Model of the class of bed studied.



heating performance of the bed alone. For cooling tests,a steady_ 

state heated bed was transformed to a "dummy" heater, which had the 

fluid-flow impedance of a heater, but lacked the thermal input. This 

permitted determination of the cooling properties of the bed alone. 

To determine the cooling properties of the heater alone, the heater 

cooled while coupled to a dummy bed. A typical laboratory model is 

shown in Fig, 3-1. The l.p.i. (location of particular importance) 

in the bed was taken as location (L.P.I.) in Fig. 3-1. This is the 

centre of the circular cross-section and about one third of the fixed- 

bed height below the surface which is reasonably free from side effects. 

It is also a common exit temperature point when the particulate matter 

flows continuously. However, the results would be applicable to any 

other l.p.i. s that gave similar responses to those to be displayed. 

Most of the beds investigated used around 60 mesh SiC, but tests 

with other materials,coke , etc., showed that the analytic model was 

generally applicable provided the appropriate characteristics were 

inserted (see Figs. A-2)— A-5)., 

3.2. Heating model 

The normal operation region of this class of bed is defined as 

Pn Rs Se oF, (3-1)



flow at the operation point 

minimum fluidising flow (m°/hr) ; 

upper limit flow in practice (et °/hr) 

A "very high flow rate", f3, is also used to determine some characteristics 

of the bed. The flow rates f,, fy and f3,(f,< f,< f,) are determined 

according to. the nature of the bed, and their numerical values do not 

restrict_the generality of the results. 

After examining the heating response of the system to a step input 

of electrical power, a third-order model with transit delay was established 

for the system at f = fo by curve fitting (see Fig.A-3). The response to 

‘unit step of electrical power in s domain is 

where G 

ul 
" 

y's G exp (-sL,) (3-2) 

Qltst, (tsy)(1tst, ,) 

the system gain, i.e.: maximum temperature for 

oO ° 
selected heater (°C); (-F) 

the heater time constant at f = fo which is determined 

by using the dummy bed at the top of the heater (sec) 
(see Fig. A-+) 

the characteristic time of the bed when f £. (sec) 

the characteristic time of the bed when f f., (sec) 

the transit delay at f = fo (sec) which is determined 

from the system heating response at f = - 

At very high flow, f3, it was found that the heating response was a first- 

order curve (Fig.A-3). By using the heating response of the system which is 

recorded at f = f3 the time constant 7.3 and hence t b3 is found
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“ha = S38 2 he (3-3) 

A response time To» for the higher order system, is defined as the time 

taken for the system heating response to rise from 0.05% to 63.5% of its 

final steady state value. From the heating response of the system at 

£ = f , the response time Tin is calculated. Then by Eq. (3-4), 1 ° bo 

is determined. 

he ee eho aS (3-4) 

From a typical heating curve at f = f° system gain G is also determined. 

In Figs. 3-2. and 3-3, typical heating response of the system and medel, 

and initial portions of these curves are shown respectively. 
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FIG. 3-2: Typical heating response of (a) system (see also Fig.A-2) 

and (b) model
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FIG. 3-3: Initial portion of (a) system and (b) model response 
in Fig. 3-2. 

The change of bed parameters with the varying flow rates was 

determined by performing other tests at intermediate flow rates. It was 

established, experimentally, that the heater time constant TH and the 

system response time T, are flow dependent, and that this flow dependence 

is approximately linear in the normal operating region defined in 

Eq. (3-1). For simplicity, the flow dependencies of the time constants 

and response times were included in the heater time constant. Thus,a 

“heater equivalent time constant " Th. (Ff) is defined as a linearly—decreasing



ae 

function of flow while Tho and t, are taken to be constant. 

The transit delay L(f) was also found to be a linear decreasing 

function of flow. This is shown in Fig. 3-4 (see also FigsA-2,A-3). 

FIG. 3-4 
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FIG. 3-4: Typical flow dependence of transit delay. 

Thus, the flow dependent model is 

G(f) [exp -s u(t)] (3-5) 

[its the ff] (l+s Tho? (1+s T3)



constant electric power input) and the electric power input as a 

function of flow ( for constant gain)are shown in Fig. 3-5 as lines 

Normalised displays of the system gain as a function of flow ( for 

(a) and (b) respectively (see also Figs. A-2,A-3). 
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3.3 Cooling model. 

The response of the system in the passive mode, cooling, was 

found to be a first-order delayed response of the form 

t + LCF) 
Bits tM: 6€0),% 6(t,) exp |- ————£- | (3-6) 

tT 

sc 

(see Figs. A-1,A-2 and A-3) 

where 8, = cooling response (°C); (°F) 

f = flow at cooling (m3/hr); (£t3/hr) 

t;, = time at which cooling begins (sec) 

' ,, = system cooling time constant (sec) 

Noe is found to be reasonably linear over the normal operation 

range,which is displayed together with system heating response time Ms in 

Fig. 3-6 (see also Figs. A-2,A-3). 

Cooling response in s domain is 

[exp - sL(f,)] 

(1 + st. ? 
, (s,f,) = 6(0) + 6(t, .) (3-7) 

3.4 Conclusions 

(a) For a class of indirectly electrically heated fluidised beds, new 

models have been developed for heating and cooling. 

(b) These models involve only tests on the heater and the bed assembly. 

They do not involve tests on the bed components: material, container, 

porous support, etc.
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FIG. 3-6: Typical flow dependence of cooling time constant 
with heating response time shown for comparison. 

(c) The models involve tests at only three flow rates, the minimum 

fluidising flow fo: the upper limit flow fos and very high flow f,- 

(d) An important result of this investigation was the heating model in 

which the bed time constants appeared as low flow . and very high flow 

f., components. This model was extended to be flow dependent. 

5
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4.1. Introduction 

A class of conducting fluidised beds was studied. New models 

have been developed which are complete and can readily be determined 

from a simple test series. 

The literature contains some reports on the electrical properties 

of fluidised beds. The electrical resistance of fluidised beds will be 

briefly surveyed in Section 4.5. Electrostatic phenomena in fluidised 

beds have been reported’?’® , The electrical characteristics of the 

beds have been used to investigate some of their important properties??!3, 

Industrial-process applications and temperature-control cee have 

been reported, as well as design considerations and voltage/current 

relationships!5, 

Although some work has been undertaken on the individual electrical 

characteristics of the conducting beds, insufficient consideration has 

been paid hitherto to the entire bed system. In this chapter, previous 

models are considered and simplified to make them easier to handle. 

Flow dependence of parameters is introduced to derive complete, practical 

models of these beds in their heating and cooling modes.



en 

In this chapter the term "bed" continues to identify the particulate 

mass, its container and its porous supporting layer; while the term 

"system" now identifies the combination of bed and electrodes. The beds 

were of circular cross-section with a fixed-bed height of the same order 

as the radius of the containing vessel. However, the findings can be 

applied to beds with other height/radius ratios, provided that the system 

response is of the same general form as the responses studied. 

The beds studied were energised by alternating current, and coke 

particles of around 60 mesh were used as the solid medium in the bed. 

The 1l.p.i. (location of particular importance), at which temperature 

is controlled, was typically as location 1 of Fig. 4.1 which shows a 

typical laboratory model of the class of bed investigated. 
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FIG. 4-1: Typical laboratory model of the class of bed studied, 

a) front view 

b) containing-vessel top view
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The normal operating range of the beds studied was 

< s ss fo S F58. 1 (4-1) 

However, some experiments were carried out also beyond this range. 

It should be noted that expression (4-1) does not restrict the generality 

of the results obtained; the ratio may be greater in other processes 

as a result of the construction. 

In this investigation,four principal types of experiment were 

conducted: 

(a) By adjustment of the electrical-power input, the maximum temperature 

at the l.p.i., i.e. the system gain, was maintained constant for 

various flows. 

(b) The electrical-power input was held constant while the flow varied. 

(c) When the system was in the steady state at maximum gain, i.e. at 

maximum l.p.i. temperature, the power was disconnected and the 

system allowed to cool. 

(d) The bed resistance was measured at varying flow rates. 

4.2. Heating 

The basic nonlinear differential equation which relates the bed 

temperature to other parameters, described in recent literature!®, has been 

wienide iad and solved. Flow dependence, which was ignored by previous 

workers in the field, has now been included and the complete solution 

has been established. The following subsections give an outline of 

the work involved.



Lg 

4.2.1. The basic differential equation 

The differential equation giving the bed temperature during heating 

has been found to be!® 

Ime, ke + K [ o(t)].B. [o(t) - 0(0)] = Q (4-2) 

where t = elapsed time (since switch on) (sec) 

0(t)= temperature at l.p.i. (°C); (°F) 

e(O)= e(t) at t = 0 (°C); (°F) 

m. = mass (kg); (1b) 

c, = specific heat (J/kg °c); (Btu/1b °F) 

x [ect] = combined coefficient of heat emission per unit of 

surface area, time, and temperature (S/he .m? °C): 
(BEu/hr, Ses eer) 

w
 ui lateral surface area of the apparatus (m7), (ft?) 

Q = heat energy per unit time (J/hr); (Btu/hr) 

umscs represents the amount of heat absorbed by the solid particles, bed 

walls, electrodes, porous plate, etc. K [o¢t)] .B is the heat absorbed by 

the fluidising gas and the environment. K fect] was represented as 

Kk [oct)] = ae(t)+b (3) 

where a = constant to represent the temperature-dependent 

° 
heat emission (J/nr.m2.°c.°c); (Btu/hr. ft2. cor) 

b = constant to represent the temperature-independent 

heat emission (J/hr.m2.°c); (Btu/hr. ft2. °F)
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The solution of Eq. (4-2) is!® 

  

x RB Zz vab(t) + D- Z Jao(0) + D+ Z cciat (- Bra ) at ia 

vao(t) + D+ Z yae(O) + FF -2Z mm.c. 

b - ae(0) 
2a 

where D 

2 . {fb + a6(0)\ Q 
a pa] (2 ete) + B 

2a 

Using typical values and taking 6(0) = O we can display the curve 

corresponding to Eq. (4-4) as curve a in Fig. 4-2. This is similar to a 

first-order step response. In fact, if the temperature dependence of K fe(t) | 

is ignored (i.e. a = 0) the solution of Eq. (4-2) yields a first order 6(t) 

response with a time constant 

im.c. 
eel 

b 

  

(see curve b of Fig. 4-2) 

Normally a<<b. Therefore, disregarding a does not make a significant change 

in the general shape of 6(t). But, with the same parameters, a first-order 

response will be faster as is seen in curve b of Fig. 4-2. Thus,a modified 

time constant must be found. 

We define a response time t, for the exact 6(t) response (curve a, 

Fig. 4-2) as the time required by 0(t) to reach 0.632 of its final value. 

If a first-order response is plotted using t_, it will still be faster 
i 

initially (curve c, Fig. 4-2). A new, modified, time constant Tin must be 

used with the first-order response to get a better approximation to the 

actual response (curve a, Fig. 4-2). 

tT, can be determined by trial and error, or can be established 
in 

experimentally in a manner to be described later. In Fig. 4-3, curves 

a, b and c are, respectively, the responses of the actual system, a first 

order system with time constant t, and a first-order system with time 
Ltt 

constant tT they are all displayed on enlarged scales. 1?
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FIG. 4-2: Curve for Eq. 4-4 

small temperature changes are permitted at the l.p.i. 

(a) actual system 
(b) curve for a = 0 
(c) curve of l-exp (-t/0.699) 

Generally, in industrial-control applications, only relatively 

Then, the 

temperature-dependent heat emission, a6(t) in Eq. (4-3) does not change 

significantly. This is another justification for the disregard of 

the temperature dependence of the heat emission.
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FIG. 4-3: Enlargement of the initial portion of the curve for Eq. 4-4 

(a) actual system 
(b) first-order curve with the new modified time 

constant, Tt 

(c) first order curve with the modified time constant, t 

4.2.2. A simpler first-order model 

For the temperature-independent heat emission the differential 

equation for heating is 

zn,o, - S81) + f(t) - 0(0)] = Q (4-6)
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where 6 = Temperature-independent coefficient of 

heat emission to the environment and fluidising 

gas in heating (J/hr°c); (Btu/hr°F) 

The solution to this equation is 

  e(t) = 6(0) + 

R
I
O
 

2 - exp (- B «| (4-7) 
1 Om 

ae 

The heat-emission coefficient 8 in Eq. (4-6) must have a flow-dependent 

component, because it represents the amount of heat absorbed by the 

environment and by the fluid. The magnitude of the flow-dependent 

component will vary with the rate of fluid flow. This can be verified 

experimentally, as will be explained later. 

8 can be written as 

a vas
 

B(f) Bit sk Sep 3 C (4-8) 
eh gh Bes 

where Kon = heat~absorption coefficient of environment in 

heating (J/hr°c m=); (Btu/hr°F . ft) 

Kon = heat-absorption coefficient of fluidising gas 

in heating (1/kg); (1/1b) 

£ = flow (m°/hr); (£t°/hr) 

density of fluidising gas (kg/m?) ; (1b/£t?) oD " 

OQ " heat capacity of fluidising gas (J/°c); (Btu/°F)
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K |B is the heat emitted to the environment, and K OCs f-1s the eh gh'g ¢ 
heat emitted to the fluidising gas,which represents the flow-dependent 

component of the heat emission coefficient 8. Experimental results 

(see FigsA-5,A-6) show that there is a flow-dependent time delay in the 

system, which can be characterised as a linear function of flow 

L(f) = mf + on (4-93) 
L 

Thus flow-dependent heating curve can be written as 

3 Geyoe Ce ee Be : 0(t'..f) - Co) = acy ft exp ( tim, C, t'] (4-10) 

where 6(0) initial temperature of the l.p.i. in the bed 

v delayed time, (t - L) 

L time delay of the system at the considered flow f 

The heating time constant is 

  

Pose at (4-11) h = 

B 

and the maximum temperature, or system gain, is 

O(~) - @(o) = 3 (4-12)
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On substitution of B(f) from Eq. (4-8), the time constant T, and 

maximum temperature @(@) can be evaluated 

t,(f) = pate (4-13) 
Kon B+ ae i ae £ 

6(~,f) - B(o) = Q (4-14) 

Kon B + (Kon Py C,) £ 

Eq. (4-10) together with Eq. (4-8) gives @(£) in terms of flow e. 

and this represents the system forany flow and any time. The heating 

trajectory in the Laplace domain is 

  

  

    

et ~sL(£) : 
ote.) = O89? BE) oro SHEN (pr5) a s B(f)s tm C, 

48 EES 

In the analysis of the heating and cooling of the system, it will be 

assumed that the effect of change of temperature on the gaseous and solid 

properties of the bed will be negligible. This is a reasonable assumption 

for a wide range of common industrial processes. 

4.2.3. Experimental procedure 

A typical heating response for f = f, is shown in Fig. 4-4. (The 

experimental curves are shown in Figs.A-6,A-7). The time constant and 

maximum temperature can be determined from this curve and
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Eq. (4-14) can be constructed from this experimental data. Repeating 

theifecting experiment for various flows reveals the time-constant/flow 

and temperature maxima/flow (or gain/flow) relationships that correspond 

to Eqs. (4-13) and (4-14). Due to the non-uniform and uncertain nature 

of the directly-heated bed, it is not easy to get clear temperature/time 

response curves. Similar observations have been reported regarding 

resistance measurements-°. Consequently, an alternate method has been 

proposed which is based on Eq. (4-2) and which does not completely cater 

for the flow-dependence of the bed?®, 

FIG. 4-4 
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FIG. 4-4: Typical heating response of the system. 

However, the simplified modified differential equation leads to the 

solution of Eq. (4-10) was used in this experimental procedure, and was 

found to be satisfactory for the study of practical processes. The heat 

energy per unit time Q is proportional to the electrical power input 

uP (4-16) Q 

where yp is a constant dependent on the system of units used.
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We can rewrite Eq. (4-14) 

  

0(@,f) - (0) = K5(£) P (4-17) 

where Kf) “ u (4-18) 

KonB + (Kon PoC) £ 

For a given flow, temperature maxima are measured for varying 

electrical powers, corresponding to Eq. 4-17. If this experiment is 

repeated for different flow rates, a family of such straight lines is 

obtained. Such a family is displayed in Fig. 4-5,using normalised 

axes. The inverse slopes of this family of lines (Fig. 4-5) are 

displayed against normalised flow in Fig. 4-6; this Slope/flow 

relationship can be expressed as 

  

K .B (K Cc) 1 x Bee [an te Feeo(he 1S) 
Kf) u u 

It can be observed from Fig. 4-5 that the family of temperature- 

maxima/power-input linear relationships fall into two groups above and 

below the condition corresponding to minimum fluidisation FLOW 32. 6. 

the change from a fixed bed to a fluidised bed. This corresponds to 

the large change in slope, as the bed becomes fluidised, that is displayed 

in Fig. 4-6 by the dotted line. 

The slope in Eq. (4-19) can be expressed as 

E M (4-20) 
p



  

FIG. 4-5 
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FIG. 4-5: Temperature-maxima (or system gain)/electrical-power 

input relationship, 

a,b,c normal bed operation as a fluidised bed, 

a) Ky = 1.0 

b) K (1.2 Eon 0.832 (see Fig. 4-6) 

c) K(l-4 oy 0.66 

d,e,f bed operation without fluidisation, 

d) Se EON = 2.63 

e) K (0.6 EON = 3.46 (see Fig. 4-6) 

= 5.0 f) K,(0.4 ION 

Eq. (4-20) will change according to the rate of flow, and particularly 

according to whether or not the bed is fluidised (f > £5 on Tt: < f,)- The 

Salient factor in Eq. (4-20) which will change with the fluidising of the 

bed is the heat-absorption coefficient of the fluidising gas, K gh’ Thus, 

there are two significant values of Ri which correspond to the 

unfluidised (Or< F< ft) and the fluidised (£0 ree leu f,)
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bed. Thus, for the class of beds studied, in which 

the normal operation is within the range fa <a, fo there is a 

definite flow-independent value of *,: Similarly,there is another 

definite value of an that corresponds to flow below the minimum for 

fluidisation. This is apparent from Fig. (4-6). Note also from 

Fig. (4-6) that the two lines, representing flow above and below the 

minimum for fluidisation intersect at a point on the ordinate corresponding 

to 

eh (4-21) 

  

Expression (4-21) represents the heat emission to the environment 

and is, as is to be expected, flow-independent. 

A practical procedure for determining the characteristics of new, or 

proposed, beds is as follows 

a) M_ and Koh can be evaluated from Fig. (4-6) and hence 
Hy 

SE) S-=. MACE) eh eS G-23) 
u u 

(Note that Eq. (4-22) corresponds to Eq. (4-8).) 

Thus 8B can be evaluated for every rate of flow. 

b) The temperature maximum can be found from Fig. (4-5), see 

Eq. (4-14) for the desired flow rate f and heat energy Q
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— (4-23) 
g(f) 

Thus, the temperature maxima are known for every flow rate (Fig. 4-8). 

c) Using a typical heating curve, say Fig. 4-4, the time constant 

can be evaluated (see Eq. (4-11)) 

pm... 
da 

  

Since 6 is known, zm sC. can be evaluated 

(4-24) 

zm; C; remains unchanged, of course, for every time and rate of flow. 

d) From the graph which corresponds to Eq. (4-9) we determine 

L(f) = m f+n, (4-25) 

Then the 6(t',f) relationship can be constructed see Eq. (4-10). Using 

Eq. (4-22),the complete flow-dependent relationship can be obtained. 

Eqs. (4-22), (4-23) and (4-24) permit evaluation of the time constant 

Th (f) (see Eq. (4-13), and the temperature maxima (see 4-14). 

Curve a in Fig.4.7 shows the.variation of the time constant t,(f) with 

flow. This curve was constructed by measuring the heating-time constant for 

differing flow rates. Curve b in Fig.4.7 was derived by using the theoretical 

evaluation, (Eq.(4.13)) within the normal operating region (f,<f<1l.4fo). 

im;C, was determined experimentally for f=fo in the manner described above 

(Eq.(4.24)). It can be seen from Fig.4.7 that within the normal-operation 

flow region the time-constant/flow relationship can be taken as linear.
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Figure 4-8 display was compiled with the aid of Fig. 4-5. If any 

two of the following three quantities are known, the third can be 

determined from Fig. 4-5: 

(i) Flow rate 

(ii) Electrical power input 

(iii) Temperature maxima (system gain). 

Fig. 4-9 displays the normalised electrical-power input/flow 

relationship for constant maximum temperature. From Eqs. (4-14) and 

(4-16) the electrical-power input can be determined. 

  

[oc=,£)-0(0)] |x, B| j [o(~,£)-0(0)| lk n?e“el ; (4-26) 

u u 

P(f)<s 

6(,£) 
= const. 

Eq. (4-26) can then be simplified: 

PCpy ee Nowe CM f 4-27 (f) ss ( = ( ) 

Eq. (4-27) corresponds with Fig. 4-9 

By following the same analysis of Fig. 4-6, we expect, in Fig. 

4-9, a smaller slope for f < ..: The slope line for f < ES will 

intersect the ordinate at a value corresponding to the first term of 

Eq. (4-26), Ie. No in Eq. (4-27).
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FIG. 4-6 
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FIG. 4-6: Inverse-slope/flow relationship derived from Fig. 4- 5, 

a) bed operation without fluidisation, 

b) normal bed operation. 

Curve a in Fig. 4-7 shows the variation of the time constant 

Ty (f) with flow. This curve was constructed by measuring the heating- 

time constant for differing flow rates. Curve b in Fig. 4-7 was derived 

by using the theoretical evaluation, Eq. (4-13), within the normal 

operating region (f, Sf £.)- Em.C, was determined experimentally 

for f = f, in the manner described above Eq. (4-24). It can be seen 

from Fig. 4-7 that within the normal-operation flow region the time- 

constant/flow relationship can be taken as linear.
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In Fig. 4-8 the normalised temperature-maxima/flow relationship 

is displayed for constant electrical-power input (see Eqs. (4-14), 

(4-23). 

FIG. 4-8 
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FIG. 4-8: Typical flow dependence of system gain for constant 

electric-power input. 

P(t). S...const:. = P(E) 
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FIG. 4-9 
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4.3. Cooling 

For the temperature-independent heat-emission case,the differential 

equation for cooling is 

  

a [oe (t)] 
t 

C4 toyft fo (t) . 6(0) | =. 0°. (e-28) 

where y = Temperature-independent coefficient of 

heat emission to the environment and to 

the fluidising gas during cooling (J/hr°c); 

(Btu/hr°F ) 

The solution to Eq. (4-28) is 

  

  

0 vf.) 
0(t ff) 2 (0) + BCE) (|exP oo ) t} (4-29) 

h ame 

As in the heating case, Eq. (4-8), (£.) can be written as 

eee Kes ite “ef (4-30) 

where Ree = heat absorption coefficient of environment 

in cooling (Jfor mn 4 (Btu/hr. °F. ft?) 

Ke = heat absorption coefficient of fluidising 

gas in cooling (1/kg); (1/1b) 

ne = fluidising gas flow in heating (m°/hr); (et? yar) 

£ = fluidising gas flow in cooling (m°/hr); (£t?/hr)
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FIG. 4-10 
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FIG. 4-10: Typical cooling response of the system (see also Figs.A-7,A-8 

A typical cooling curve for f = fo is shown in Fig. 4-10. No significant 

time delay was observed for the cooling mode. The time constant and 

maximum temperature Q/B(£, ) (see Eq. (4-29) can be determined from Fig. 

4-10. Repeating the cooling experiment for various flows, time-constant/ 

flow relationship (see Eqs. (4-29) and (4-30), can be constructed (see 

  

ye ped (4-31) . : ‘ vE,) eet  Pe ©, © 

im,C, in Eq. (4-31) is known from Eq. (4-24). As is seen from 

Fig. 4-11, in the normal operation region (£5 < ESS £,)> the cooling- 

time-constant/flow relationship can be taken as linear. The temperature- 

maxima/flow relationship is known from Eq. (4-23). The cooling trajectory 

in the Laplace domain is



  

  

  

B(f, ) . (0) h 
(Os, sf.) ae _ rm.C. (4-32) 
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4.4, Resistivity 

Although there is no generally recognised theoretical analysis for 

the resistance of a conducting fluidised bed, some useful information is 

contained in the literature. The electrical resistance of a fluidised
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bed has been studied experimentally, and suggestions have been made as 

to the conduction mechanism !7°!9, The effects of various geometrical 

and other factors on the electrical properties of certain beds!®, and 

arcing phenomena within beds has been studied!®. Information on the 

conductivity mechanism, the resistances of certain materials, resistance/ 

temperature relationships and design considerations has been published!6?!9°20, 

Direct measurement of the resistance in a fluidised bed is difficult 

because of the nonuniform and uncertain nature of the bed. A large 

number of experiments must be conducted to determine a meaningful average 

value. To overcome such difficulties, an indirect method has been 

suggested/®, This is based on measuring the maximum temperature within 

the bed. A modification of the method used above to study the heating 

mode of a bed can be adapted to determine satisfactorily the bed resistance. 

Consider the electrical-power input 

(4-33) 

applied voltage across the electrodes (volt) where V 

I = current through the bed (ampere) 

R = bed resistance between the electrodes (ohm) 

Although the total resistance consists of the contact resistance between 

electrodes and particles, the contact resistance between particles and 

the resistance of the particles, the bed resistance can be considered as 

the resistance seen between the electrodes. 

y2 

By 
R's (4-34)
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Using Eqs. (4-17) and (4-18) we can write the electrical-power input 

  

  

equation 

eee [o(,£) - 0(0)] [kB + Ke Oy Sa ALY (u-gs) 
u 

then: 

2 

R= a (4-36) [e(@,£) - O(o)] [kB + (Kon a C24] 

In curve a of Fig. 4-12 the resistance characteristic corresponding to 

Eq. (4-36) is displayed. This is obtained by measuring the maximum 

temperature in the bed and determining the corresponding electrical- 

power input P by use of the curve of Fig. 4-5, which corresponds to the 

operation flow. Thus, using Eq. (4-34), R is found and curve a of 

Fig. 4-12 can be constructed. 

The average resistance of different flows is found by direct 

measurement. Curve b of Fig. 4-12 is the experimental curve so obtained. 

It compares favourably with the semi experimental results (curve a of 

Fig. 4-12), 

4.5. Conclusions 

(a) For a class of directly electrically heated fluidised beds, of 

circular cross section, with fixed-bed-height/radius ratios in the region 

of unity, with materials similar to 60-mesh coke, a practical, simplified, 

modified heating model and a new cooling model, have been developed.
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(b) ‘These models can be derived experimentally by simple tests at 

different flow rates, e.g. at three flow rates in the range fy <f <<o f 

where a is a constant greater than one (usually 1.4 in the class of beds 

studied). 

(c) The curves constructed from these tests provide a facile method 

for determining the important bed parameters: flow, electrical-power 

input and maximum temperature. If any two of these are known, the third 

can be evaluated from the curves (see Fig. 4-5). 

(d) A modified practical indirect method has been developed for determining 

the average bed resistance. This overcomes the measurement difficulties 

associated with direct methods. 

(e) These models are intended to be helpful in designing and operating 

exis pat: and proposed temperature-control systems for the fluidised beds. 

The theoretical and experimental methods used may also be helpful in 

deriving models for other control systems, e.g. control by changing the 

14 
effective electrode area dipped into the bed .
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. Se ds Introduction. 

In the study of a process, simple diagrams which can represent the 

process are quite essential to facilitate analysis and design. In 

complex processes involving many stages, even block diagrams are too 

complicated to follow the actual phenomena in the process. 

In this study, new flow diagrams are presented that represent a 

class of heat-transfer processes and which enable the determination of 

final temperatures in a simple straightforward procedure. 

Although fluidised beds are studied as an interesting example, the 

method is equally applicable to many other processes which involve this 

kind of heat-balance equation. 

In the diagrams all final temperature levels and materials involved 

are represented by geometric figures and branches between them. The 

‘Pules about the construction and use of flow diagrams are derived and 

presented in logical steps after finding their relations to the actual 

process equations.
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5.2. Flow diagram representation 

As an illustrative example, consider a fluidised bed process 

in which the solid particles and fluid, gas or liquid, temperatures 

are raised from 8, to Op. The schematic diagram of such a system is 

shown in Fig. 5-1 

  

      

FIGS<S=1 

j FLUID OUT 
’ | O,. 

Bik dD 

SOLID IN | AND SOLID OUT 
H E-ACTE R On 

Op 

i 1 FLUID IN 

ie 

FIG. 5-1: Schematic diagram of a fluidised bed. 

Thermal input to raise bed temperature to 6, from 8 is 

) (5-1) Qe. .0,0) = WeelOR - 05) + WCCO, - 6, Rr?
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where Q = thermal input to raise bed temperature 
(8,5 8529) 

to Bp» from 85» with zero heat exchangers 

(J/hr); (Btu/hr) 

We = flow rate of fluid (kg/hr); (lb/hr) 

Wy = flow rate of particulate solid (kg/hr); (lb/hr) 

Cy = specific heat of fluid (J/kg.deg); (Btu/1b°F ) 

Ce = specific heat of particulate solid. (J/kg.deg) 
ss “ (Btu/1b°F ) 

8, = initial temperature ("C); (F) 

Op = final temperature (°C); (°F) 

Such a process can be shown as a flow diagram as displayed in Fig. 

5a2% Squares and triangles are used in Fig. 5-2 to clearly show the 

different temperature states. 

PIG.6=2 

  

FLUID SOLID 

Wels | W5Cg 

      
©, 

      

FIG. 5-2: Flow diagram of the fluidised bed process in Fig. 5-1.
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Now consider another process,in which the outgoing solid preheats 

the incoming fluid and the outgoing fluid preheats the incoming solid. 

Such a process is shown schematically in Fig. 5-3 and as a flow diagram 

in Rie. 5-4, 

A comparison of Figs. 5-3 and 5-4 shows the clarity of the flow 

diagram when compared with the schematic diagram. In this process the 

thermal input is 

Qo 6 ar,is) = MpCel - S11 Fs? R?%o 

wh 
—— 206,285 21F 51S) 

®11 Fs 

y+ Wiclce. = °F (5-2) 

thermal input to raise the bed temperature 

to Op from 8 with 1 stage of preheating 

the fluid by the heated solid and 1 stage 

of preheating the solid by the heated fluid. 

final temperature state of a particular 

heat exchanger. The first subscript (1) 

identifies the individual heat exchanger 

under consideration. The second subscript 

(1) identifies the total number of heat 

exchangers of type FS in the system. The 

subscript F identifies the preheated materials 

as fluid. The subscript S identifies 

the preheating agent as solid. Thus the 

final temperature state of heat exchanger 

"i', of an 'n' heat exchanger system, in 

which a solid is preheated by a fluid is 

identified as O5n SE°



°14,SF = Final temperature state of the heat 

exchanger in which a solid is preheated 

by a fluid. 

FIG. 5-4 

    
      

PIG. 5-4: Flow diagram of a fluidised bed with one stage (FS) 

for preheating the fluid, and one stage (SF) for 

preheating the solid. 

8 (0928518) can be derived in another way. The thermal input 

should be equal to the total heat absorbed by the solid and fluid, to 

raise their temperature, less the heat contributed by the solid and 

fluid, in their preheating function. 

4g



2 (0, 8 91F 518) eMC CG) y ee 7 SQ) t WG elO)' 655 pe? 

+ WoC,(01) op T Op) + WiC, COR - 8) gry 

Wg s\n > Sha pe? 7 eC eOp ree 7 Spy 

Consider the heat balance forthe heat exchanger (FS) 

Meo Pn > Sy pg te Nel elO ys tee = 96) (5-4) 

and that forthe heat exchanger (SF) 

WpC COR > hy Sr) WoC.001 1 sp 7 8) (S-5) 

Considering Eqs. (5-3), (5-4), and (5-5), we can write 

2 66 Poa, 16) o WeCelOn - OF) poy + WC COR = 817 ory 
R?° 

From Eq. 5-3 we can also write 

860,585 92F) WeCe(OR - Bo) + WiC.(O, - 6) 

Wen Firs? a ee ean or 

Considering Eq. (5-1) 

2 (0,28 5s1F) : 866, 2850) ~ WoC oCOn Oy) rg) Met On = 8 
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(5-3) 

(5-6) 

(5-7) 

11,SF) 

(5-8)
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The reduction in the thermal input achieved will be identified as 

QE 1F,18) 

where 1st subscript (E) indicates an economy, saving, of thermal input. 

2nd subscript (1F) indicates one stage to preheat fluid. 

3rd subscript (1S) indicates one stage to preheat solid. 

From Eq. (5-8) 

Q Q = 

WC, (6, ~ ) + WpC.(0, - 
(5-9) 

) S11 FS °11,SF 

From Eq. (5-9) we notice that this reduction of thermal input corresponds 

to the downward arrows of Fig. 5-4. 

From Eq. (5-6) we notice that the thermal input to be given to 

achieve the desired process temperature corresponds to the upward arrows 

between the final temperature and the preheating stage temperatures in 

, Fig. 5-4, 

Now consider a fluidised bed process with n stages to preheat 

the fluid with the heated solid and n stages to preheat the solid with 

the heated fluid. Flow diagram of this process is shown in Fig, S-5%
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Using similar arguments which were used to derive Eq. (5-3), 

we can find that in this process the thermal input is 

Dt ees WeCp(0 20g) Nea ders “en 6 

y+ Weel rs Coat) 

2 (0, s05snF nS) 
eoee + WpC,(0 

nn,FS 

on,FS — °3n,Fs 

he eS Fie 

: Mara °C n-1 )n FS i Grete. W505 (8 (n-2)n FS 

Salle Pee. * iF 
ina Woes (81, Fs - Son FS) - WoC, (8, ~ 81, Fs) 

FM nach gf Moka (n-1 nSr.oe aaceee ie 

sonst WAC Pon op 7 Pag opted Nala (Sn, gp’ Onn em 
+ WoCL(6, - °1n,SF> 

~ Mel e(0(n a )nySF ~ °nn,sr) ~ Meena yn cr 

% Sine) ee? ee 

petted? MeO ghO) on ms Pon cnt TileCglO, > 915, SF) 

(5-10) 

Considering the heat balances for the preheating heat exchangers (circles 

in Fig. 5-5),and simplifying Eq. (5-10) accordingly we can write 

WpCp(6, - 611 FS) + WIC (0s 0 ) (5-11) 2 (0, » 8) snF snS) 1n,SF 

From Eq. (5-11) we notice that the thermal input to be given to achieve 

the desired process temperature corresponds to the upward arrows between 

the final temperature and the first preheating-stage temperature. From 

Eq.(5-10) we also can write
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Q ' = MO (6 + 6°) + W.0:.(6 + 6) 
(0,58 5snF nS) fof eR 0 SiS) ak 0 (5-12) 

‘ WC. 680 . ®nn Fs? f Wel pCO, ri Gin ,SF? 

Using Eq. (5-1) we can write Eq. (5-12) as 

COM nF end) + (0.59550) Nason > Sm re’ ” MECeveR eae 

Oun,SF) 

The. reduction in thermal input will be 

Q = Q res (E,nF,nS) (6,6 ae (6, 59 gen» nS) (5-14) 

Tei eee inane < M °e'°p ~ Son sr? 

From Eq. (5-14) we notice that the reduction in thermal input 

corresponds to the downward arrows of Fig. 5-5. 

The above method illustrates the ease with which heat balance 

equations and the reductions in the required thermal input are derived 

by the use of flow diagrams. Once the flow diagram is obtained for any 

thermal process, the heat balance equation can be written down by following 

a few simple rules outlined in a later section.
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FIG. 5-5: Flow diagram of a fluidised bed process with "n" 

stages for preheating thefluid and "n" stages for 

preheating the solid.
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5.3. Using the flow diagrams for a comparison between the two heat 

exchange processes. 

As an example, consider a fluidised bed process (qa) with one 

preheating stage for preheating the fluid and another process (b) with 

one preheating stage for preheating the solid. (Figs. 5-6 (a) and (b) 

respectively. 

FIG. 5-6 
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(a) (b) 
        

  
  

FIG. 5-6: Flow diagram of a fluidised bed with 

a) one stage (FS) for preheating the fluid 

b) one stage (SF) for preheating the solid.
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In processes of this kind, it is often required that the thermal 

inputs for the two cases (a) and (b) to raise the process temperature to 

Op> be equal. It is proposed to derive this condition, using the flow 

diagrams. 

Using the argument similar to the one used for deriving Eq. (5-3), 

we can write the thermal inputs as 

Case (a) 

Q = WC (6 = 9.334 WiC é -.6,) (6,305,1F) ea? R 0 tor al she 0 (5-15) 

MeO, Pin rs) Mara °n ~ 21 Fs) 
Case (b) 

te! W.C.(@, - 6.) + WC (8 - 6.) (0.565515) £f25R 0 S/S. .SP 0 (5-16) 

* WSCe0R ~ Oy gp) ~ Wel g(OR - O14 op) 

To £ind the condition under which the thermal inputs for cases (a) and 

(b) be equal, we equate Eqs.(5-15) and (5-16). This simplifies to 

WeCg6 Op ae cs WeCe(O, - 0 ) (5-17) ®1LFs 11,SF 

The two sides of Eq. (5-17), however, also represent the terms corresponding 

to the downward arrows of Figs. 5-6 (a) and (b). It is, therefore, seen 

that condition Eq. (5-17) can be derived directly from this flow diagram 

without the use of the elaborate thermal balance equations. The flow 

diagrams also show the intermediate temperatures, and depict the process 

in a very clear manner, as opposed to the conventional block diagrams.
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5-4. The processes which involve more than two materials. 

In a process which involves three materials, (s), (£) and (y), 

we consider the cases: a) (s) preheats (f), (Fig. 5-7 (a)) and b) (£) 

preheats (y), (Fig. 5-7 (b)). We want to find the conditions under 

which the thermal inputs of the two processes are equal. 

FIG. 5=7 
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FIG. 5~7: Flow diagrams of three material processes. 

(a) Material (s) preheats material (f£) 

(b) Material (f) preheats material (y)
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_ Now we take a more general case in which the heat balance equation 

for the preheating heat exchanger is not used. In this case, there is 

not a simple heat exchange between the two materials in the preheating 

heat exchanger. Under this condition,the thermal input for case (a) 

is 

2(0,50,.F8) = Ms se ~ %) + WC (Op - 85) + WeCp(O., - 9) 
) 

R?°0? (5-18) 

FWCe(O, - Onc) - WC.(6, - Op, 

and for case (b) 

Q SWC HO OO) + BOs 6 be Be (oe eg) (0.9853 YF) 58K 0 f-f°°R 0 yy YF 0 (5-19) 

+ WCoCe, - 8p) ~ WeCe(O, - 8p) 

Eqs. (5-20) and (5-21) are the simplified forms of Eqs. (5-18) and (5-19) 

respectively. 

si = Wc - ~ W - 3(0 50:88) : s'p 85) + WC AOE 0) + WC. (6, 84) Hes 

Foes Res) 

Qos Gos ¥F) = WoC, (9, “ 8) + Wee (8, - 80) + Wo 85 - 85) 

(5-21) WeCp (6, % ®yp) 

Corresponding simplifications can also be done on the flow diagrams, as 

is shown in Figs. 5-8 (a) and (b) correspondingly.
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FIG. 5-8: Simplified flow diagrams of a three material process. 

(a) Material (s) preheats material (f) 

(b) Material (f) preheats material (y) 

If we equate right hand sides of Eqs. (5-20) and (5-21), we obtain 

the condition 

WiC(0, - Oc) = WC. (8, > 85) (5-22) FS YE: 

This condition can directly be written from the diagrams Figs. 5-8 

(a) and (b) by just equating the terms which correspond to the branches 

that are not the same in both diagrams, i.e. all the branches except the



one between Op and BE in Fig. 5-8 (a) and between O, and Op in fig. 

5-8 (b). In Eq. (5-22) the left-hand side corresponds to (6,5 8ng) 

branch in Fig. 5-8 (a) and the right-hand side to (6,, 8p) branch 

in Fig. 5-8 (b). If we consider the heat balance equations for the 

preheating heat exchangers,then Eqs. (5-18) and (5-19) can be simplified 

to Eqs. (5-23) and (5-24) respectively. 

260, 8o2FS) WS One > Bok Bee ey” 85) + WC. (8, - B26) (5-23) 

Q(9 YF) WeCQ(Op ~ OO)# WeCe(Op - Oy) + WC (OR - Oyp) (5-24) 
R?°o9 

Corresponding simplifications can also be done on the flow diagrams 

by cancelling the appropriate branches. 

If we equate Eqs. (5-23) and (5-24),we obtain the condition 

Wyo (0, - 8) + WoC (0, - 8ng) = WeCp(O, -~ 8) 
(5-25) 

) + On - Oy, 

Eq. (5-25) can also be written directly from the simplified diagrams, 

using the similar argument used for writing Eq. (5-22) from Figs. 5-8 

(a) and (b) directly. 

The above analysis clearly brings out the advantages of the flow 

diagrams for complex heat transfer processes that involve more than two 

materials. The method also illustrates the simplification of flow 

diagrams once the overall diagram is derived, and this enables the 

evaluation of steady states in an easier way.



5.5 The processes which involve losses. 

As an example,again consider a fluidised bed process with n stages 

to preheat the fluid with the heated solid and n stages to preheat the 

solid with the heated fluid,which is shown in Fig. 5-5. Now we consider 

the losses which may occur at each stage of the process. In this case, 

the argument which was used to derive Eq. (5-3) must be changed such that 

it should state that the thermal input should be equal to the total heat 

absorbed by the solid and fluid to raise their temperature, plus the 

losses, less the heat contributed by the solid and fluid in their preheating 

function. Also, in heat-balance equations,the heat contributed by the 

heating agent is equal to the heat absorbed by the preheated substance 

plus the heat loss at that stage. 

The losses are shown as © in FS or © in SP and the subscripts are 

explained in connection with Eq. (5-2). The process shown in Fig. 5-5 

can be re-drawn to include the losses as shown in Fig. 5-9. As an 

example, we write the heat balance equation for the second heat exchanger 

for preheated fluid case as 

8 7 8 We Y+te (5-26) Wee *" in FS 2 Masks £-f'"on,Fs ~ °3n,Fs 2n,FS 

or for preheated solid case as 

= wec(e 8 Yte (5-27) WeCelO1, cr ~ 85n sp? s-s‘°2n,SF — °3n,SF 2n,SF



FIG.).5-9 

          eG oS 
°       

FIG. 5-9: Flow diagram of a lossy fluidised bed process with 
"n" stages for preheating the fluid and "n" stages 
for preheating the solid.
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5.6. Procedure for the construction and use of the flow diagrams. 

de Write the initial, final and intermediate temperatures enclosed 

within distinct geometric figures. 

Use different types of lines to show the different materials and, 

if helpful, write product of mass and specific heat of the materials 

near the corresponding lines. 

Show the temperature change of a particular material by an arrowed 

line starting from the previous, and ending at the next temperature. 

An arrow cannot start from a point if it has not reached that point 

already. 

If the starting point of an arrow has a lower temperature than the 

terminal points, then the arrow corresponds to the thermal input; 

if the situation is reverse, it corresponds to a heat extraction. 

An arrow starting at a higher temperature may cancel another arrow 

starting at a lower temperature at the common terminal point. 

This cancellation corresponds to a heat-balance equation for the 

materials involved. 

Uncancelled lines (branches) starting from an initial point and 

passing through intermediate points before arriving at the terminal 

point, can be replaced by a single branch between the initial and 

terminal points. This is illustrated in Figs. 5-7 and 5-8,where 

branches (8) + 86 > 8.) in Fig. 5-7 are replaced by branches 

85 > 6, an bags ceo. The reverse operation can also be performed. 

Losses can be considered as explained in section 5-5.
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5.7<«. «Conelusions. 

New flow diagrams are presented as a practical method for analysing 

the final temperature states of thermal processes involving heat exchanges 

between several materials. The method is applicable to many other 

processes which are governed by balance equations. 

The flow diagrams are easy to construct and provide a simple and 

yet powerful representation of the processes. They also provide 

conceptual insights into the functionings within such processes, and can 

also be used for both analysis and design.
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6 
PAL ee 
DS WITH 

PREHEATING 

Gee AD ST ATE NN 
OPE PLUIDLSED BE 

6.1. “Introduction. 

A new approach is presented for quickly analysing the effects of 

preheating in fluidised beds. It ignores losses, but is a significant 

facile technique for rapidly estimating the thermal economies resulting 

from nanent san and the effects of extra preheating stages. These 

estimations are conducted in terms of the thermal properties of the 

materials in the fluidised bed and the rates of materials handling; 

thus this method is readily applied to a wide range of fluidised beds. 

The temperature-equilibrium state of any fluidised bed, irrespective 

of the number of preheating stages, is conveniently displayed by simple 

flow diagrams. While fluidised beds are primarily studied, the techniques 

are equally applicable to other thermal processes involving heat exchange 

between two materials. 

If a process objective is to raise the bed to a desired temperature , 

this can be achieved by simply heating the fluid before it enters the bed. 

Then, both the solid particles and the fluidising medium are raised in 

temperature, compared with their initial temperatures. This permits 

preheating either material from previously heated material; thus, previously— 

heated fluid can preheat incoming solid particles,or previously—heated 

solid particles can preheat incoming fluid. This can reduce the cost of 

achieving a desired temperature in a process.



This study considers final temperature state conditions in thermal 

processes. Primary consideration is to processes comprising fluidised 

beds, heaters, and heat exchangers; although the findings are obviously 

applicable to many systems involving steady state exchange between two 

materials at different temperatures. General expressions are derived 

for the thermal economies achieved by preheating, these economies being 

identified in terms of the thermal properties of the materials, the rates 

of materials handling, and the number of preheating stages. These 

general expressions can be used for the design and analysis of many thermal 

processes. They extend into a generic form, a recent study of pre- 

heated fluidised beds*~. 

6.2. Fluidised bed. 

Figure 5-1 shows a schematic diagram of a fluidised bed system, bed 

plus heater, without preheating. As it is mentioned in Eq. (5-2),this 

system can be represented by the flow diagram of Fig. 5-2. It is also 

stated in Eq. (5-1) that the thermal input to this process is 

  

Me 4820) Wel C027 OG) # W_C.( 0p =. 85) 
oe (6-1) 

KL z = SE WiCi(Op - Op) 

WC 
where k = 

Were 

and the rest of the symbols are explained in Eq. (5-1). 

A process in which the outgoing solid preheats the incoming fluid 

and the outgoing fluid preheats the incoming solid is considered in the 

Chapter 5. From Eq. (5-2) the thermal input to this process is



1. 

3. 

4. 

‘Publication of the results presented in the Ph.D. Thesis: 

"Temperature analysis of a class 

of electroheated fluidised beds" 

by E. Tulunay . 

- The University of Aston in Birmingham, England 

September 1969 

As on August, 1969. 

*"Electroheated fluidised beds’, Proc. IEE (U.K.}, .Vol.°116, No. 5; 

May, 1969, pp. 827 - 833. : 

"Electrically Indirectly heated fluidised beds’, IEEE Trans. Industry 
  

and General Applications, (U.S.A.), Accepted for Publication. 
  

"Fluidised beds with indirect electroheating', Elektrowurme International, 
  

(Germany), Accepted for Publication. 

  

*Fluidised beds with preheating', J. Inst. Fuel, (U.K.), Accepted for 

Publication. 

"Modelling a class of electrically-heated fluidised beds used for 

industrial processes’, Conference on "Industrial Application of Dynamic 

Modelling", University of Durham: 16th-18th September, 1969, IEE Control 

and Automation Division, Us Pr 
  

a!
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36,2050 21F 518) e Mere*’R ~ "1a re? * WooaSORe* 95) cp) 

"evs )+Wwe(e ) a Ee On i ro ee Bs ee 

From Eq. (5-9) the reduction in the thermal input, thermal saving, is 

WC 
Ss s 

Sep ar sje ea Pn ies) Ot pF hy oe (6-3) 

84 oF can be found from heat balance equation. From Eq. (5-4), 
3 

es Wy ates 

ko, + 6 
= 0 

hie a (6-4) 

From Eq. (5-5) °11,SF is 

0. + Ke 
as ° is 

6.3. Fluidised bed with "n" stages that preheat fluid. 

Consider a process with "n" stages to preheat the fluid by the 

heated solid. This process is shown as a flow diagram in Fig. 6-1, 

From this diagram, the reduction in thermal input is 

QE nF) WoC, (6 On F aa + WoC 36°41 Fs 7 80 FS? tna 

rt Oe Mere (noon eS ete Fs eC, (na are Gan Fs) (6-6) 

) fy wag ea
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Flow diagram of a fluidised-bed process with "n" stages 

for preheating the fluid. 
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It is apparent that the subscripts of QE nF) indicate a reduction (E) 
> 

in thermal input achieved by n stages to preheat fluid (nF) and no 

stages to preheat solid. 6 is derived from the balance equations 

  

nn,Fs 

as follows 

W002 ~ 91, Fs) = WeCe(0), ps ~ Son rs? 

WC, (01, ps ~ Son Fs? = WC e(05, ps ~ an Fs? 

Woon (05, ps. 7 Pon rs? = WeCe(05, rs ~ Sun rs? 

. (6-7) 

Mr (a-airs  tn-ln FS) os Bee Cn-L)n es an FS” 

We. 5(9(n-1)n FS ®nn FS) " WeCp(0 Fs i ®) 

By arranging the terms we obtain the equation set Eq. (6-8) 

“(+1081 rs + 804 ,FS +.0 4:0 4 ‘eto = kee 

k014,FS = (k+1)05. Ps + 955 ,FS +04 ies = O 

O + Keo, FS - (k+1)04) ps #0 4s. 0.80 =. 0 

(6-8) 

Ot 0 k8(n-9)n,FS - (k+1)0 0, an FS + nn ,FS =. <0 

0+ 4.4 0 £:0 + k8 (n-1)n,FS > Oct1) On, FS ae 

From equation set Eq. (6-8) 0 n.FS is obtained, (see Appendix B) 
> 

izn-1 , 
ke 4:8 8 n+l n 

Rios 0 -k “6. + k (6,-6,) + 0 : i=0 R RO 0 
e = — = (6-9) 
nn,FS i=n : ntl 

‘i ko Kk +5 

i=0
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To obtain the reduction in thermal i t i ermal input, QE nr)? substitute On FS 

Eq. (6-9) into Eq. (6-6) 

‘ isn-1 , 

k@, +2 k' 6 

0 0 

Os ae eto ya ores : ) 
Yak 

AnD (6-10) 
1=n-1 i 

F k (0, - 85) 

ahh so 
ss AO out 

Bick 
1=0 

The thermal saving EA rg can be stated relative to the thermal input 
> 

  

with no’ preheating 86280) in Bie 68-39 

izn-1 i 

Q r k 

E es (E nF) a t= k 
nF i ten. 

266 ,.98520) 6 t > ok 
1=0 

(6-11) 

Ae joe 
r ntl) 

(1+k) (1-k 

6.4. Fluidised bed with "n" stages that preheat solid. 

Using the approach of section 6.3., we obtain the expressions for 

a process with n stages of preheating the solid by the heated fluid. 

As in Eq. (6-6),the reduction in thermal input will be 

WC. (0, eh ) (6-12) 
QE ns) nn,SF
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1=n 3 

at Zz k 8 
6 i. 1=1 

nn,sF i=n i 

k 
he (6-13) 

ntl 
: -k 8 k(6, 85) + 8, 

a a pati 

and, 

ee Pens). 5 2 Gikeo ee = EY (6-14) 
nae 8 SB 8 200 CQse)oCi-) 

6.5. Fluidised bed with "n" fluid and "n" solid preheating stages. 

Figure 5-5 shows a process with n stages to preheat the fluid with 

the heated solid and n stages to preheat the solid with the heated fluid. 

The reduction in thermal input will be 

Q(E nF nS) Water. Say pst “ee in FS) on Fee 

pee wea edn Fs Ge in Fe? fT "see tn-n s” oak, FS" 

PM ene iar Nee an er”, on cr) ee 

fe WEG yn or (n-1)n SF) * 0 CeO a ya cee ean ,SF? 

Weos (9p > Onn ps) t WeCe(OR - On gp) 

Maes (6-15) 
MC 0G, - Sowirs? + i (Op - On or) 

> 

Using Eqs. (6-9) and (6-13) 

oe 

2c, Q k’) 

QE nF,nS) , ntl 
(6,-6,) (6-16) 

1 -k :
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FIG. 6-2: Display of the thermal saving, resulting from preheating, 

as a function of k andn. The thermal saving is shown 

as a percentage of the required input without preheating, 

k = WoC/ Ce is an index of the thermal properties of 

the materiais and the materials-handling rate. n is the 

number of preheating stages.
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Dividing QE nF ns) in Eq. (6-16) by the thermal input for a process 

without preheating Qo 0) in Eq. (6-1) gives the relative saving 

  

R?"o? 

Ess 

E SceynFanS) , 2¢k - x) = E+E. = 26. = 26 nEsnS 87, f Ds (cai katt, nF ns nF nS 

R? 0? 

(6-17) 

In Fig. 6-2 the thermal saving, EOF ns? is displayed as a percentage 
> 

of the thermal input without preheating, Qa The variation of 
R292)” 

EOF ns® with k is displayed for different n values. In this display 
3 

the maxima occur at k = 1. Since from Eq. (6-1) 

  

Wee 
k = 

WC. 

at the maxima 

Wc. = WC. (6-18) 

Equation (6-18) shows that, irrespective of the number of preheating 

stages, maximum thermal saving is achieved when the solid and the fluid 

have the same value of (mass) (specific heat)/(unit time). Figure 6-2 

together with Eqs. (6-18) and (6-17) are helpful in the design or analysis 

of thermal processes. As a design example, (6-18) determines the best 

solid and fluid flow rates (n = given, find k) to obtain maximum thermal 

saving. As an analysis example, (6-17) determines the thermal economy 

in a given process (k = given, n = given, find E Using Eq. (6-17) 
nF pS)" 

or Fig. 6-2 we can construct percent thermal saving (E x 100) versus 
nS ,nF 

number of preheating stages; n, curves for differing k values (Figs. 6-3 and 4)
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FIG. 6-3 
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FIG. 6-3: Thermal saving, resulting from preheating, as a a function 

of n for varying k. Thermal saving is shown as a percentage 

of the required thermal input without preheating. k is an 

index of the materials' thermal properties and the materials 

-handling rates. n is the number of preheating stages. This 

display is for the range 0 < k < l.
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Figures 6-3 and 6-4 can be used to determine the number of preheating 

stages to obtain a desired thermal saving in a given process (Eos as 
° 

given, k = given, find n). It is seen that there is a saturation region 

in these displays. Thus,for a given process there is a practical limit 

‘to the savings resulting from the addition of preheating stages. 

Applying l'Hospital's rule to Eq. (6-17), 

nt+1) 
  Maxima = Lim 2k : 2 (6-19) 

k+l (k#1) (1 - k ) Dist a 

and 

: ntl 

Lina etue Kk — =1 (6-20) 
(kel) Clim ko ce ca aed 

n> © 

As the number of preheating stages increases infinitely, the possible 

thermal economy approaches the theoretical limit of 100% (provided k is 

unity). This concept can be checked by considering the limits of 

on, FS in Eq. (6-3) and Onn, SF in Eq. (6-13) 

CaS 8 
: = ey G Lim 04n,FS = Op (6-21) 

n+ k 
k21 

and 

enn, FS . % iOreed
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On the other hand 

ca Pen sk 7h %o 
n-3o 

k>1 

For alk > 1226-23) 

Then by substituting oF and 9. values in Eqs. (6-22) and (6-23) .FS n,SF 

in Eq. (6-15) we obtain 

QE nF,ns) : WC, (8p - 85) e WC, (0, e 89) e Qi¢ 0) (6-24) 
R? 8» 

and from Eq. (6-17) 

Q 
E = (heme nS). 5 * A‘ (6-25) 
Mr sno Q 

(8228 0) 

which agrees with Eq. (6-20) 

The analysis or design of a process can be conducted for the case 

of preheated fluid only, or preheated solid only, using Eq. (6-11) or Eq. (6-1 

respectively. 

Using the equation set (6-8) and similar procedures,the final 

or 0 of intermediate preheating stages temperature states 0, in,SF 
ants 

(for which O <i <n) can also be determined.
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6.6. Conclusions. 

(a) A new general approach has been presented for the analysis 

and/or design of fluidised beds with preheating heat exchangers. 

This has resulted from a study of direct and indirect fluidised 

beds in which a heated solid was used to preheat an incoming fluid, 

and vice versa. 

(b) This is, however, not necessarily restricted to fluidised beds 

but can be applied to many thermal processes in which heat exchange 

occurs between two materials at differing temperatures. 

(c) Expression for the final temperature states of last preheating 

stages were derived. Using them,the thermal saving that results 

from preheating was expressed asa function of the thermal properties 

of the materials involved, the rates of materials handling and 

the number of preheating stages. This information was also portrayed 

as three displays (Figs. 6-2, 6-3 and 6-4). 

(d) It was also mentioned that, using the same approach, the final 

temperature states of intermediate preheating stages can be derived. 

(e) The new flow diagrams which are presented in Chapter 5 are 

used as a practical method for analysing the final temperature states 

of thermal processes involving heat exchanges between two materials 

at differing temperatures. They also provide useful conceptual 

insights into the functions within such processes. 

(f) Although the techniques presented take no account of losses, 

they have been found to be very useful methods for rapidly evaluating 

economies possible from a proposed arrangement of preheaters, and 

solving related problems.
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7 

GENERAL 
CONCLUSIONS 

Individual conclusions of each aspect of this investigation were 

given at the end of each chapter. Here, the generic conclusions of 

this investigation are given. 

(a) For a class of indirect electroheated fluidised beds, of circular 

cross-section, with fixed-bed-height/radius ratios in the region of 

unity, with materials around 60 mesh SiC, sand, etc., new models have 

been developed for heating and cooling and extended to be flow dependent. 

These models can be readily established from tests at three flow rates. 

(b) For a class of direct electroheated fluidised beds, of circular 

cross-section, with fixed-bed-height/radius ratios in the region of unity, 

with material similar to 60-mesh coke, a simplified, modified heating 

model, and a new cooling model have been developed. These models are 

flow dependent and can be readily derived by tests at three flow rates. 

(c) The curves constructed from these tests provide a facile method for 

determining the important bed parameters. 

(d) New flow diagrams are presented as a practical method for analysing 

the steady-state temperatures in thermal processes involving heat 

exchanges between several materials.
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(e) A new general approach has been presented by using the new flow 

diagrams for the analysis and/or design of fluidised beds with preheating 

heat exchangers. This is, however, not necessarily restricted to 

‘fluidised beds but can be applied to many thermal processes involving 

heat exchange between two materials. Although the techniques take no 

account of losses, they have been found useful for rapidly evaluating 

economies possible from a preheating arrangement and calculating the 

steady state temperatures within the process.
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Appendix A. Description of experimental work 

Al. General 

The Laboratory models for the study of indirectly and directly- 

heated fluidised beds are shown in Figs. 3-1 and 4-1 respectively. 

The minimum fluidisation point was determined experimentally by 

using water manometer to monitor the pressure drop across the bed. 

The experimental curve is shown in Fig. A-l. The defined point of 

fluidisation is P. 

The temperatures at various locations, within the beds were 

Measured by Ni-Cr/Ni-Al thermocouples in conjunction with a Bristol 

self balancing potentiometric millivolt recorder. 

The specifications for each test were as follows: 

Al.1. Indirectly-heated bed: 
  

Materials: Silicon carbide 60 mesh 

Coke 60 mesh 

Flow ranges: 0.2°>s 27.6) scfm. = 

6 36 27.6 scfm 

Resistance heater energised from AC mains 120W - 300W 

Maximum temperature range : g0°C-200°C 

Al.2. Directly-heated bed 
Coke 60 mesh 

Material: (The high resistivity of Silicon Carbide 

did not permit its use in directly-heated 

beds). 

Flow ranges: 0:2 x.27-6sefm, =0.4 x 27.6 scfm
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Electrodes: Aluminium strips (see Fig.4-1). 

Electrical power: energised from AC mains 80-160 W 

(evaluated as average of volt x ampere product at various 

sampled intervals). 

Maximum temperature range: g0°c-200°C 
  

Resistance measurement: Averaging out several resistance 
  

‘ yalues measured by Avometer (see Fig. 4-12) 

A2. Experimental curves justifying choice of order of process 
  

A2.1 Indirectly-heated fluidised bed 
  

The experimental curves are shown in Figs. A-2, A-3 and A4 to 

, 

justify the arguments on page 9. 

On these curves the scale for the horizontal axis is 1.67min/div. 

and the vertical axis lmv/div. 

Figure A-2 shows the heating and cooling curves for very high 

flow £3 at which the bed behaves like a first order system. For 

this figure: 

Material SiC 60 mesh 

Flow Rate 0.38 x 27.6 scfm 

Electrical power 169 W 

Figure A-3 shows the heating and cooling curves for low flow. 

For this figure: 

Material SiC 60 mesh 

Flow Rate 0.23 x 27.6 scfm 

Electrical power 250 W
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(£3 = 0.38 x 27.6 scfm). 
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Fig. A-4 shows the heating and cooling curves for 

a) Heater + dummy bed 

b) Heater + bed 

c) Dummy heater + bed (cooling) 

For this figure 

Material SiC 60 mesh 

Flow Rate 0.23 x 27.6 scfm 
if 

Electrical power 250 W 

Time delay is observed at the beginning of the curves. 

Fig. A-5 shows the heating curve for. 60 mesh coke particles. 

For this figure 

Horizontal scale: 1.67 div. /min 

Vertical scale; 0.5 mv/div. 

Material: Coke 60 mesh 

Flow Rate: 0.22 x 27.6 scfm 

Electrical power: 250 W 

A2.2, Directly-heated fluidised bed 
  

Experimental curves for the directly-heated bed are shown in 

Figs. A-6 - A-9. 

On these curves the scale for the horizontal axis is 1.67min/div 

and for:the vertical axis is 1 mv/div. respectively. 

Figures A-6 and A-7 show the heating curves for low and high 

flows respectively.
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For Figure A-6: 

Material: 

Flow Rate 

Electrical power 

For Figure A-7: 

Material 

Flow Rate 

Electrical power 

Figures A-8 and 

For Figure A-8 

Material 

Flow Rate: 

For Figure A-9 

Material 

Flow Rate 

Ago 

Coke 66 mesh 

*°0.25°x 727.6 setm 

120 W 

? Coke 60 mesh 

SO .O..% 27.0. son 

160W 

A-9 show the cooling curves: 

: Coke 60 mesh 

0.39 x227.6 scotm 

: Coke 60 mesh 

seOied X21 10s SCImM 

Resistance and power measurements 
  

Average resistance measurements are shown in Fig. A-10 graphically 

for the operating conditions specified in section Al.2. 

Actual power measurement values are tabulated in Table A-l. 

  

  

  

  

v Volt 105 105 105 105. 

I Ampere 0.9 0.8 0.85 0.85 

P; watt 94.5 84.0 Ba.25 89°25 

Flow = Q@ite x 27.6 » 

Average power = ies = a = 89.37 W 

Table A-l: Actual power values. 
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Au. Conclusions 

Although these experimental results are confined to the conditions 

specified, the general arguments may be appliedequally well for processes 

operating under extended conditions provided the output responses are 

of the same form. 

oT
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APPENDIX B. The calculation of ie in Chapter 6 
nS 

From the equation set of Eq.(6-8) by Cramer's rule 

D 
nn ,FS 

6 = (B-1) 
nna.ts Aan FS 

where A is the n x n system determinant 
nmn,FS 

Dy. rs is the determinant formed by replacing the nth column 
> 

in . FS by the right hand side of the equations in (6-8) 
> 

To evaluate the determinants D and A » the mathematical 
nn,FS nn,FS 

induction method is used: 

n,FS° 

2, 3 assume that for n = (r-l) the determinant is 

take A, After solving the equation set (6-8) for n = 0, 1, 

ao isr-1 3 
4 n-1)(r-1) ,FS = (-1) s K (B-2) 

1=0 

Now, take n =r, 

-(k+1) ‘L. 0 Oe Ee 0 0 

k -(k+1) 1 Oo 4.8 eat 0 

0 k -(k+1) DD aee.0 0 0 
ATr,FS = . ° . . . . . (B-3) 

0 0 0 OnsaiseareK -(k+1) ak 

0 0 0 Orcas 0 k -(k+1)    
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and 

k al: 0 0 0 0 

O -(ktl) 1 0 0 0 

Oe ree Oe ayeeciias ff es ‘ 

0 0 0 0 k -(k+1) 

: SMAI A itn) /Fs Be Kh (4-2) (2-2), FS CBW) 

Since r-2<r-1 for n = r-2, the assumption of Eq. (B-2) can also 

be used. Then, 

isr-l . izr-2... 
Regn ie S(O ee RE ee yee ee 
i. i=0 i=0 

dsr. Tepe}: i=r-1 
bY bk Hit. © Ce ie (B-5) 

i=l i=0 i=l 

- ton 
BY Tk 

i=0 

So, the assumption of Eq. (B-2) is proved to be true for n = r. 

Then, in general 

= (-1)" 2 ke (B-6 ) 

Meajte-1).Fs°* Eagles ee. (BEF)



-(k+1) 

me eK 

rr,FS ~ 

  
so

 i 

a aa Pre = (-1)"(-ke,) |. 

Using Eq. (B-6), 

; are. pe 

Dr FS = Ase) 

and, 

oc ee ae 
Dn FS = (-l) 

Then, in general 

am 
Don FS + Co 

Joo 

Bi 0 0 0 Sek con eb 5 8 
sa 

+1) id 0 0 0 0 

k -(k+1) i 0 0 0 

; ; ‘ ° P : (B-8) 

0 0 0 k =(kel) : 26 

0 O 0 0 k “9,   

, ee oP IG Aled eed ES 

(B-9) 

pal. 3 

(-ke,) KP - Ceca) meat ee 
i=0 

(B-10) 

2 i=r-1 3 

E Op + ef k | 

1=0 

< i=n-1l i 

E 8, + 2 k ®| (B-11)



  
   


